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A bs trac t 

Electron cooling of heavy ions hns been studied at the 
storage ring ESR over the whole range of ions up to bare 
uranium. Systematic metlsurements of the ion beam tem- 
perature evidence R dependence on the particle number 
which proves an equilibrum between cooling and heating 
by intrabeam scattering. Measurements of the longitudi- 
nal intrabeam scattering rate and of the the longitudinal 
cooling force provide with infornmtion about the longi- 
tudinal cooling times. Small devintions of the longitudi- 
nal cooling time from the theoretically predicted A/Z’- 
dependence are found. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

The ESR storage ring at GSI [l] is part of an Accelerator 
complex [2] which can deliver ion species over the entire 
range of masses n.nd after accclerntion in the hertvy ion syn- 
chrotron SIS can produce bnre ions up to uranium. These 
ions having emittrmces ec,Y N 10 ?rmmmrad and a mo- 
mentum spread Ap/p 2 low3 nre injected into the storage 
ring ESR tmd ccm be cooled by the electron cooling system 
to R phase spRce density which is typically by 5 to 6 or- 
ders of magnitude larger than thnt of the unrooled beam 

.after injection. This implicntes the possibility to accnmu- 
l&e p&rticles in the storage ring. Multiplication factors in 
excess of 100 are routinely achieved by R combination of 
rf stacking and cooling resulting in R maximum ion cur- 
rent of 7 mA. The becrm lifetime of the cooled heavy ion 
beams under ultra high vacuum conditions is limited by 
rndintive electron capture [s]. Therefore a high efficiency 
of the cooling system is desirable in order to reduce the 
ion beam losses by operation of the electron cooler nt low 
electron currents. The nchievable multiplication factors by 
cooled beam accumulation are also affected as for highly 
charged ions they are determined by rr b&mce between 
the injection rate Bnd the capture loss rate. 

2 ELECTRON CQOLER 
PARAMETERS 

The large range of ion mRsses nnd charges ns well BS the 
possibility to decelerate the ions in the ESR require R large 
flexibility of the electron cdoling sytem. A system was de- 
signed which allows independent choice of electron energy, 
electron current and magnetic guiding field [4]. For sim- 

plicity of opemtion the magnetic field in the present ex- 
periments was chosen in the range B, = 0.7 - 1.1 kG. The 
lowest electron beam energy for cooling was 50 keV, the 
highest energy was 165 keV, since the mnximum energy 
is presently limited by high voltage breakdown in the air 
filled Fmaday room at approximntely 190 kV. Reconstruc- 
tion of the causing components is under way. No signif- 
icant dependence of the cooling efficiency on the energy 
and nmgnetic field in this regime hns been observed. 

The electron current determines the cooling power which 
is directly proportiond to it. The maximum electron cur- 
rent for continuous cooler operation WRS 1 A since for 
higher currents unreliable operation is caused by electron 
beam instabilities most likely due to discharges. For ex- 
periments with highly chnrged ions operntion with high 
electron currents is undesirable in most applications RS 
the beam lifetimes drops to R few minutes. To achieve 
fast cooling during injection of hot ion beams or to ex- 
trnct the stored ion beam by the electron cnpture process 
higher currents might be requisite. Reconstruction of the 
drift tubes which surround the electron berrm on its way 
from the gun to the collector and modifications of the gun 
nnd collector geometry nre expected to improve the high 
current performance. In tl ie 1 ow current regime efficient 
cooling with currents of t\. few mA WRS observed, even a 
current of 1 mA was found to be sufficient to stnbilize the 
ion beam agninst heating from scattering in the residual 
gas. Therefore in experiments with continuous electron 
cooling storage times on the order of days Rre feasible. 

For optimized cooling R fine adjustment of the Rngle be- 
tween electron and ion benm is necessary. Minimum trrrns- 
verse emittances of the ion beam indicate the optimum sit- 
untion, although in this cnse the longitudinal momentum 
spread is not mimimum necessrrrily. An increased hent- 
ing by intrnbenm scattering from the strongly compressed 
transverse to the longitudinal degree of freedom explains 
this contradiction. 

3 EQUILIBRIUM BETWEEN 
COOLING AND INTRABEAM 

SCATTERING 

In the static operational mode of storage and cooling Rt 
constnnt energy the ion benms nre cooled to equilibrium 
temperrrtures which are determined by n balance between 
nil henting sources nnd the cooling power of the electron 
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cooling system. As the ESR is operated under ultrahigh 
vacuum conditions (p 5 10-‘“mb) scattering in the resid- 
ud gas is negligible. For cooled ion beams of high phase 
space density the main heating process is intrabeam scat- 
tering. 

This has been proven by systematic measurements of the 
longitudinal momentum spread and the transverse emit- 
tances as a f\mction of the number of stored ions. The mo- 
mentum sprend was measured by Schottky noise or BTF 
analysis. Position sensitive wire chambers detecting ions 
after recombination with electrons in the cooling section 
provided a non-destructive method to measure beam pro- 
files using the down charged ions which are spatially sep- 
arated in dispersive sections of the storage ring (51. 
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Figure 1: Momentum spread and emittances of a cooled 
AIL”+ 280 Mev/u beam as a function of the member of 
stored particles. 

The equilibrium beam properties of a beam of bare 
gold ions at 280 MeV/ u cooled by R 200 mA electron 
beam are shown in Fig. 1. The temperatures - longitudi- 
nal and transverse as well - increase with the nnmber of 
stored ions N. The longitudinal momentum spread shows 
a N1i3-dependence, whereas horizontal and vertical ion 
beam emittances grow with N2j3. This is in good agree- 
ment with previous results for the equilibrium momentum 
spread of a xenon beam, but in small disagreement for the 
transverse degree of freedbm which was increasing with 
N’/’ [3]. Considering that particularly the transverse de- 
grees of freedom are sensitive to small alignment errors of 

the electron beam this effect may be accountable for the 
discrepancy. 

During many experiments with cooled heavy ions the de- 
pendence of the momentum spread on the ion beam inten- 
sity was monitored parasitically by Schottky noise analysis 
(Fig. 2). Due to the experimental requirements the cool- 
ing electron currents vary, but nil measurements show the 
N1/3-incrense of the momentum spread with the number of 
stored ions, only for very small particle numbers the depen- 
dence seems to n.ppronch N’/‘. The separation of the light 
ions from the heavier ones is likely to be caused by some 
complico.tion in the nnalysis of the Schottky noise. Due to 
the high phase spnce density the light ions show collective 
beam behaviour which aggravates the interpretation of the 
spectrum. Schottky noise analysis in this case can result 
in a momentum spread which deviates from that obtained 
by BTF analysis by up to a factor of two. The Schottky 
noise analysis results in systematicnlly lower values for the 
momentum spread, but proves the N’i3-dependence. 
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Figure 2: Dependence of ion beam momentum spread as 
a fuuction of the number of stored ions. Electron currents 
and ion beam energies are indicated. 

The observed equilibrium beam temperatures can be 
well founded in the framework of the intrnbeam scattering 
theory giving indirect evidence of the prevnlence of this 
heating mechanism for cooled heavy ion beams IS]. This 
was a.lso confirmed by variation of the electron current and 
the good ngreemeat between experimental and theoretical 
cooling rates. 

4 LONGITUDINAL INTRABEAM 
SCATTERING RATES 

The heating effect by intrnbeam scnttering WRS directly ob- 
served by A measurement of the longitudinal beam distri- 
butiou after stopping cooling instantaneously. The energy 
of the electron beam can be detuned by stepping of the 
accelerating voltnge (AV = 5 kV) within milliseconds to 
RII energy which causes n momentary interruption of the 
cooling action. The high voltage step was used as a trig- 
ger signal to start a fast Fourier analyzer (minimum sweep 
time 8 ms) with n variable delay after the trigger signal. 
In Fig. 3 the momentum spread of a 0.9 mA Dy66+ beam 
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at 290 MeV/n which was cooled by nn electron benm of 
I,, = 500 mA is shown ns R function of the dcl~y time 
between the high voltctge step nnd the start of the nnn- 
lyzer sweep. The time derivative of the momcntnm sprend 
growth reflects t,he instn.ntaneous heating rate. 
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Figure 3: Momentum spread of RI\ intense Dyes+ benm nt 
290 MeV/u RS n function of the time between interruption 
of cooling nnd stnrt of the spectrum n.nalyzer sweep. 

From the initinl value of the growth rnte the longitndi- 
nal cooling rate of the electron beam in eqnilibrinm con 
be conrlnded which results in R cooling time T = I7 m.s 
(normnlized to n:, = 1 lO”cm- and R relative cooler 
length qc = 0.0185). Similar nien.snrements with less in- 
t,ense beams of Au”+, Pb8’+ and UIsl+ resnlted in cooling 
times T = 5 - 8 ms. As the difference in the A/Z2-ratio in 
these mcnsurements is almost negligible the difference may 
be expln.ined by R dependence of the cooling time on the 
intensity and phase space density of the ion beam. Mrn- 
snrements with simnltnneous observation of the trnnsverse 
degree of freedom will givr more detailed informntion of 
the transverse hetlting rat.e nnd of the Z- nnd A-dependence 
of the cooling time. 

5 LONGITUDINAL COOLING FORCE 
AND COOLING TIME 

The mensurement of the longitudinal cooling force can be 
sepnrnted into two regimes. For large relntive velocities 
(UC 2 104m./s) t1 le cooling force descends end cnn be easily 
measured by fast stepping of the accelerating voltnge of the 
electron beam. The action of the detuned electron energy 
cnn be consequently monitored by fast Fonrier annlysis 
of the motion of the ion beam towards the velocity that is 
determined by the electron velocity. In contrast to this the 
cooling force n.t small relative velocities (v’ 5 104m/s) is 
expected to incrense directly proportional to the relative 
velocity up to a certain mnximmn. This linrnr incrense of 
the cooling force corresponds to n constant cooling time 
which is on the order of milliseconds n.nd therefore not 
accessible by the high voltage stepping method. Therefore 
the approach to heat the ion beam simultnneously with rf 
noise and to determine the cooling force from the particle 
distribnt,ion was npplied [7]. 

The results of both methods for Ne’“+ nnd RiR2’ ions 

fire displnyrd in Fig. 4 with the straight line indicating the 
smoothed cooling force curve from the heating method rend 
the discrete dntn points originating from the high voltage 
step method. For ensincas of compnrison the results Rre 
normnli7,ed I.0 fl.n electron density n: = 1 .106cnL-3 proving 
n strong incren.se of the cooling force with the ion chnrge. 
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Figure 4: C:ooling force ns n funct,ion of the longitndinnl 
relative velocity for Ne’“+ nt 150 MeV/n nnd EiB2” at 
230 MeV/n normalized to n: = 1 . lO”~rn-~. Datn points 
were determined by high voltage stepping, strnight lines 
are smoothed dntn from mensurements of the pnrticle dis- 
t,ribntion with heating by rf noise. 

From these cooling force mensnrements R. cooling time 
T< = 2.4 ms for Ne’“’ and 7r = 0.9 m3 for Ei8’+ (normel- 
ized to TX: = 1 10” c?np3 ) was derived for the linear pnrt 
of t.he cooling force. The improvement for the heavier ion 
however is n factor of 2.5 smnller thnn expected from the 
Z2-scnling of t,lte cooling force. Further studies under well 
controlled conditions nrc nrcessnry to prove whether this 
is a devintion from the stn.ndnrd theory RS predicted for 
highly charged ions or whether it is relnted to differences 
in the trnnsverse henm size caused by anall misalignments 
between electron n.nd ion beam. 
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